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Abstract

A limitation of current neural dialog mod-001
els is that they tend to suffer from a lack of002
specificity and informativeness in generated re-003
sponses, primarily due to dependence on train-004
ing data that covers a limited variety of sce-005
narios and conveys limited knowledge. One006
way to alleviate this issue is to extract rele-007
vant knowledge from external sources at de-008
coding time and incorporate it into the dialog009
response. In this paper, we propose a post-010
hoc knowledge-injection technique where we011
first retrieve a diverse set of relevant knowl-012
edge snippets conditioned on both the dialog013
history and an initial response from an exist-014
ing dialog model. We construct multiple can-015
didate responses, individually injecting each016
retrieved snippet into the initial response us-017
ing a gradient-based decoding method, and018
then select the final response with an unsu-019
pervised ranking step. Our experiments in020
goal-oriented and knowledge-grounded dialog021
settings demonstrate that human annotators022
judge the outputs from the proposed method023
to be more engaging and informative com-024
pared to responses from prior dialog systems.025
We further show that knowledge-augmentation026
promotes success in achieving conversational027
goals in both experimental settings.028

1 Introduction029

Generic responses which lack specificity have been030

a major issue in existing dialog models (Hosseini-031

Asl et al., 2020; Dinan et al., 2019a). The issue032

in part stems from bottlenecks in dialog models033

due to a limited scope of scenarios and access to034

limited knowledge available during training. On035

the other hand, encoding all possible world knowl-036

edge at training time is not feasible, and even un-037

desirable in cases where knowledge sources are038

dynamically varying (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018;039

Majumder et al., 2020b). One possible approach040

is to incorporate relevant knowledge at decoding-041

time. For example, in Figure 1, the user is seek-042

There are plenty of museums to visit around 
Cambridge. If you love hiking, you can enjoy the trails 
alongside the river. Some of my friends like to go the 

centre of the town and catch a movie.

Find me something fun to do around 
Cambridge area in daytime!

You can go for a 
movie. Is there 

anything else that 
your prefer?

Many prefer to visit museums. You 
can do hiking around the river if you 

love nature. Or you can watch a 
movie. Which one do you prefer?

Retrieved Knowledge

Initial Response Final Response

Dialog 
Context

🤖 🤖

Figure 1: Augmenting initial response from an existing di-
alog model with relevant external knowledge leads to more
engaging and informative responses improving the success in
achieving the conversational goal (here, finding a fun activity).

ing options for a fun activity around Cambridge. 043

While the initial dialog response suggests watch- 044

ing a movie as an option, it does not provide any 045

information behind that choice. 046

We propose and evaluate an approach for unsu- 047

pervised knowledge injection into a dialog model’s 048

response at decoding time—not addressed in any 049

previous work. We first sample a response from the 050

model (trained on dialog data) conditioned on the 051

dialog context. Next, we utilize the dialog context 052

and the sampled response to query external knowl- 053

edge sources. Finally, the retrieved knowledge is 054

used to construct a more informative and engaging 055

response (Figure 1). A major advantage of such 056

post-hoc knowledge injection is its flexibility in 057

adding newer knowledge sources especially where 058

the success of achieving conversational goals re- 059

lies upon the availability of relevant knowledge. 060

Post-hoc injection also promotes efficiency in NLP 061

applications (Schwartz et al., 2020; Strubell et al., 062

2019): it mitigates the need to retrain dialog models 063

to accommodate dynamically evolving knowledge. 064

We experiment with two types of knowledge 065

sources: language models, which we treat as 066

parametric knowledge bases (Petroni et al., 2019; 067

Brown et al., 2020); and user review datasets 068

such as Yelp reviews (Hajas et al., 2014) as non- 069

parametric knowledge sources (§ 2). Since it is 070

possible to gather a large amount of related knowl- 071
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Figure 2: Pipeline of POKI: It first retrieves post-hoc knowledge from external sources based on dialog history and an initial
response from a dialog model. Then the most relevant and diverse knowledge snippets are selected from the retrieved set. Each
selected snippet is individually combined with the initial response through constrained decoding to generate a candidate final
response. At last, the final response is selected via an unsupervised ranking step. Note that POKI requires no additional training.

edge given a query, we select a relevant and diverse072

(estimated via information-theoretic measures) sub-073

set of knowledge snippets using an unsupervised074

method (§3.1). Then, a gradient-based inference075

approach is used to construct an updated response076

that incorporates the selected knowledge (§ 3.2).077

Note that our framework does not require retrain-078

ing the existing dialog model—it only relies upon079

updating the model’s output hidden states at decod-080

ing time for unsupervised knowledge injection.081

We experiment with two scenarios: goal-082

oriented and knowledge-grounded dialog where the083

training data covers only a fraction of the needed084

knowledge. Automatic evaluation reveals that our085

method is capable of generating highly diverse086

responses in both settings. In some cases, the087

generated response shows high overlap with the088

original target response showing that our unsu-089

pervised method bridges the knowledge gap be-090

tween available knowledge and human-written re-091

sponses present in the existing dialog corpus. An092

extensive human evaluation confirms that gener-093

ated responses are indeed engaging, interesting,094

and human-like without any loss in fluency.095

To pinpoint the usefulness of knowledge injec-096

tion in the above settings, we design a real-time097

study (§5.3) where users interact with our system to098

reach a conversational goal (e.g. planning a holiday099

or knowing more about the solar system). We find100

that external knowledge enables users to achieve101

their goals more efficiently. Additionally, we ob-102

serve that the our approach of sub-selecting rele-103

vant but diverse knowledge leads to responses that104

promote success in achieving conversational goals.105

2 Post-hoc Knowledge for Dialog106

Our goal is to construct a dialog response by inject-107

ing knowledge (from external textual sources) at108

decoding time, without having to retrain the mod- 109

els. Consider a dialog modelM from which we 110

can sample a dialog response xd given a dialog 111

history H. We shall refer to the response xd sam- 112

pled from such a model without any decoding time 113

knowledge injection as the initial response. 114

However, as motivated earlier, samples from 115

such a dialog model often lack detail. To improve 116

such responses, we retrieve and incorporate rele- 117

vant external knowledge k into the initial response. 118

To achieve our goal, we construct a query using 119

both dialog history H and the initial response xd, 120

and gather a relevant knowledge candidate k from a 121

knowledge sourceK. The retrieved snippet can pro- 122

vide useful information to the end-user to achieve 123

the conversational goal (see §5.3). We explore both 124

parametric (e.g querying a language model) and 125

non-parametric (e.g. deterministic retrieval using 126

word-overlap) ways to obtain post-hoc knowledge. 127

2.1 Parametric knowledge sources 128

Pretrained language models (PTLM) are typically 129

trained with a vast amount of text that spans a 130

diverse range of domains. Petroni et al. (2019); 131

Brown et al. (2020) showed that such PTLMs can 132

be used as a source of knowledge when queried 133

with suitable textual prompts (e.g. Seattle is famous 134

for ). To use PTLMs in our use-case, we con- 135

struct useful prompts from dialog history and the 136

initial response. We assemble simple prompts in- 137

spired from various knowledge-seeking situations 138

in dialog (Shwartz et al., 2020) such as [KP] is fa- 139

mous for , Here is what I know about [KP]: , 140

where [KP] is a key-phrase1 extracted from dialog 141

context. We use gpt2-large as the PTLM. For 142

example, a query “Here is what I know about fun 143

things around Cambridge:" results in “There are 144

1It possible that a lack of key-phrases results in no knowl-
edge. Key-phrase extraction details are in Appendix B.
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plenty of museums to visit around Cambridge. If145

you love hiking, you can enjoy the trails alongside146

the river..." as shown in Figure 1. A complete list147

of prompts is provided in Appendix B. We finally148

rank each knowledge snippet k using the likelihood149

obtained from the PTLM for a concatenated input150

of k and dialog history and choose the most likely.151

2.2 Non-parametric knowledge sources152

External knowledge in the form of a text corpus153

can be used as a non-parametric knowledge source154

available at decoding time. Compared to paramet-155

ric knowledge sources, such sources do not gen-156

erate knowledge, but offer the advantage of high157

quality and reliability of human written text. We158

consider the dialog history and the initial response159

as a query to retrieve relevant knowledge instances160

from the corpus. Next, we identify the top relevant161

instances in the given corpus with respect to the162

constructed query using cosine similarity on TF-163

IDF based representations (Robertson et al., 1995).164

3 Unsupervised Knowledge Injection in165

Generated Dialog166

Effectively utilizing the retrieved knowledge snip-167

pets to construct an enriched dialog response en-168

compasses two major challenges. Firstly, it is not169

practical to use potentially hundreds of knowledge170

snippets obtained from the retrieval step for a single171

response generation. Thus, we need to find a rele-172

vant but diverse subset of the snippets. Secondly,173

the dialog modelM is trained to condition only on174

the dialog context, and not on the external knowl-175

edge. Hence, to leverage the knowledge snippets,176

we need a decoding strategy to rewrite the initial177

response xd such that the resulting final response178

xf should closely follow the knowledge snippet to179

be injected without a loss in the fluency and con-180

sistency. Thus, our method requires no additional181

training and only assumes a language model trained182

on dialog context (i.e. M). We refer to our pro-183

posed framework (Figure 2) as POKI (Post-hoc184

Knowledge Injection in Generated Dialog).185

3.1 Relevance-Redundancy Tradeoff for186

Knowledge Selection187

At each turn, we obtainN knowledge snippets from188

both the parametric and non-parametric sources.189

We wish to select a subset of B (out of N ) relevant190

but diverse knowledge snippets.191

We define relevance score of a snippet ki with192

respect to the dialog history H using pointwise 193

mutual information (PMI) as follows: 194

RELi = PMI(ki,H) = log

Å
p(H|ki)
p(H)

ã
, 195

Thus, a high PMI score would imply a larger se- 196

mantic similarity between the snippet ki and H . To 197

account for redundancy between the snippet pair 198

ki, kj we again use the PMI score as follows: 199

REDij = PMI(ki, kj) = log

Å
p(kj |ki)
p(kj)

ã
. 200

We keep the redundancy score symmetric i.e. 201

REDij = REDji. 202

We estimate probabilities (both conditional and 203

marginal) p(.) in the above equations using GPT2 204

language model, following past work (Padmaku- 205

mar and He, 2021). The PMI measure is often con- 206

sidered better than other n-gram-based overlap met- 207

rics to measure the degree of association between 208

two sentences (Kedzie et al., 2018; Padmakumar 209

and He, 2021). Semantically similar phrases oc- 210

cur in both sentences that can easily be ignored by 211

overlap based metrics. 212

Selection via Determinantal Point Processes. 213

To select B knowledge snippets out of N with a 214

relevance-redundancy trade-off, we use a subset se- 215

lection process named Determinantal Point Process 216

(DPP) (Kulesza and Taskar, 2011). DPP employs a 217

non-uniform selection that assigns low probability 218

to subsets (here, of knowledge snippets) that are 219

less diverse by modeling the repulsive correlation 220

between independently occurring datapoints (see 221

Figure 2). 222

We build an N ×N kernel matrix D, which is 223

real, symmetric and positive semi-definite. The 224

diagonal entries Dii are populated by the squared 225

relevance score of the i-th knowledge RELi and 226

the off-diagonal entries Dij are β× squared re- 227

dundancy scores REDij . We adjust β in such a 228

way that D always remains positive semi-definite 229

(more details in (Wilhelm et al., 2018)). To select 230

a subset of B, a DPP assigns a probability of sam- 231

pling such a subset proportional to the determinant 232

of the submatrix DB of D, constructed using the 233

indices of the subsetted items. The DPP probabil- 234

ity is geometrically related to the volume of the 235

parallelepiped spanned by the selected knowledge 236

snippets. Diverse knowledge snippets tend to be 237

orthogonal in their space hence span larger volume 238

(Kulesza and Taskar, 2012). 239
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Choosing B-size submatrix from N -size D is240

a combinatorial problem and can become pro-241

hibitively costly when N is very high. Hence, we242

use a greedy method (Wilhelm et al., 2018) where243

we initialize the selection with the most relevant ki244

and subsequently select the next kj that maximizes245

the determinant of the resultant submatrix.246

3.2 Gradient-based Constrained Decoding247

for Knowledge Injection248

Upon selecting B knowledge snippets, we want249

to individually inject each knowledge snippet into250

xd to construct a candidate final response xf at251

inference time.252

Previous works have addressed the problem of253

unsupervised modification of already-generated254

text using gradient-based decoding (Dathathri et al.,255

2020; Qin et al., 2020) that employs an iterative256

procedure consisting of a forward and a backward257

pass. The forward pass on the generative model258

(here, M) encourages fluency of the generated259

text while the backward pass performs gradient260

ascent on certain desired constraints. Note that261

due to the discrete nature of xd, it is not pos-262

sible to directly update it via back-propagation.263

Therefore, we maintain the sequence of hidden264

representations of each output token as z from265

the dialog model. Each output token xd(t) is re-266

alized via p(xd(t)) ∼ softmax(Wz(t)/τ), where τ267

is the temperature hyperparameter, W is the out-268

put embedding matrix (shared with the input), and269

Wz(t) ∈ RV (V is the size of the vocabulary).270

Constraints. Following Majumder et al.271

(2021a), we define a knowledge fidelity objec-272

tive that encourages xf to be minimally differ-273

ent from the knowledge snippet k. We achieve274

this by minimizing the cross entropy loss (CE) be-275

tween knowledge tokens k(1), . . . , k(T ) as labels276

and Wz(1), . . . ,Wz(T ) as the logits.277

We further notice that injected knowledge can278

influence the generation in such a way that it contra-279

dicts with responses uttered during previous turns.280

Hence, we also want xf to be entailed with the di-281

alog historyH. We build an entailment classifier282

θ(z,H) that predicts the probability of xf (ideally,283

the hidden representation z of xf ) entailingH. The284

classifier θ(z,H) is a bag-of-words classification285

layer with hidden states z fromM and fine-tuned286

using the DNLI dataset (Welleck et al., 2019) to287

predict whether the current response is entailed288

with previous responses or not.289

Decoding. In the subsequent forward and back- 290

ward passes, the hidden representation z is gradu- 291

ally perturbed via gradient ascent on the respective 292

objectives. During backward pass, the objective 293

with constraints is 294

L(H, k; z) = α log θ(z,H)− λCE(k,Wz) 295

with hyperparameters α and λ. We use 296

back-propagation to update z with the gradient 297

∇zL(H, k; z) while the parameters ofM remain 298

fixed. The updated latent representations of z after 299

the backward pass are denoted as zbw . 300

A forward pass withM is required to regularize 301

the hidden states z toward the original dialog model 302

objective to obtain zfw . Corresponding to the tth 303

token, the hidden states for the t+ 1th time step 304

are computed via a weighted addition of backward 305

and forward hidden states, i.e., z(t+1) = γ × zbw(t) + 306

(1−γ)×zfw(t) where γ ∈ (0, 1) is a hyperparameter. 307

During generation, we start by sampling the ini- 308

tial response xd with greedy decoding from M. 309

The hidden states z (of xd) are iteratively updated 310

by alternate backward and forward passes. The fi- 311

nal response is sampled as xf ∼ softmax(Wz/τ). 312

The number of iterations (= 5) and the γ (= 0.45) 313

were chosen by maximizing the Z-normalized sum 314

of dialog model perplexity and linguistic diversity 315

(% of distinct bigrams) in a greedy hyperparameter 316

search. More details and code are in Appendix B. 317

3.3 Unsupervised Ranking of Candidate 318

Final Responses 319

Several previous works often over-generate and 320

use an additional ranking step in order to select 321

the final candidate in unsupervised text generation 322

(Qin et al., 2020; Shwartz et al., 2020; Paranjape 323

and Manning, 2021). Similarly, here we want to 324

rank the generated candidate final responses ac- 325

cording to the diversity of the generated text as 326

well as the conditional likelihood of generation 327

given the dialog history. For diversity, we mea- 328

sure the percentage of distinct bigrams present in 329

the response. For conditional likelihood, we use 330

the pre-trained GPT2 model to obtain the log prob- 331

ability when the dialog history, followed by the 332

generated response, passed as a concatenated input. 333

Since these two scores can have varied scale, we 334

perform Z-normalization on the individual scores 335

and add them to obtain a single score for ranking. 336

The highest ranked candidate response is finally 337

rendered to the user. 338
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System Acc BLEU BRTSc D-2 ENTR

KCopy 70.1 4.1 62.3 3.16 2.41
SimpleTOD (2020) 70.1 15.0 79.2 0.56 0.90
SimpleTOD+ (2021) 69.8 12.1 68.1 0.81 1.11
Arranger (2021) 70.2 12.3 68.5 0.93 1.15
Rewriter (2021) 70.2 12.1 69.4 1.03 1.45
POKI 71.1 13.7 74.5 3.78 2.67

w/o Entailment 69.9 10.9 67.8 3.67 2.56
w/o Kw Fidelity 70.0 12.3 71.2 0.95 1.19

Gold 100 100 100 0.78 0.86

Table 1: Automatic metrics on the test set of MultiWoZ.
Difference between bold and non-bold numbers is statistically
significant (p < 0.05).

System BLEU BRTSc D-2 ENTR

KCopy 13.4 74.3 3.64 3.12
KGuide (2017) 16.7 71.5 2.54 2.12
KGround (2019) 18.3 72.5 2.87 2.35
BART (2020a) 19.8 73.4 2.97 2.55
RAG (2020b) 19.9 73.1 1.03 1.45
POKI 19.4 76.8 3.65 3.44

w/o Entailment 18.1 74.2 3.17 3.39
w/o Kw Fidelity 18.8 73.3 2.75 2.54

Gold 100 100 2.98 2.59

Table 2: Automatic metrics on the test set of Wizard-of-
Wikipedia. Difference between bold and non-bold numbers is
statistically significant (p < 0.05).

4 Experimental Setup339

4.1 Scenarios and Datasets340

We experiment with two dialog scenarios: goal-341

oriented and knowledge grounded. Both setups are342

knowledge intensive but the training data in such343

setups often contains only a fraction of the needed344

knowledge. For the goal-oriented setting, we use345

the Multi-domain Wizard-of-Oz (Budzianowski346

et al., 2018) dataset. For knowledge grounded dia-347

log, we use the Wizard-of-Wikipedia (Dinan et al.,348

2019b) dataset. More details are in Appendix A.349

Multi-domain Wizard-of-Oz (MultiWOZ) is350

a multi-domain dialog dataset (we use v2.0351

(Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020)) consisting of goal-352

oriented human-human conversations. The dataset353

spans seven domains (restaurant, train, attraction,354

hotel, taxi, hospital, police) and contains 10,438355

dialogs with 13.68 average turns. Since, we do not356

need any training data, we only use an evaluation357

set (of 7K utterances).358

Wizard-of-Wikipedia (WoW) is a knowledge359

grounded dialog dataset which involves retrieving360

relevant knowledge from Wikipedia, reading and361

conditioning on it, and finally generating dialog362

responses (Dinan et al., 2019b). The dataset con-363

tains 201K utterances from 22K dialogues span-364

ning 1300 diverse topics, from which we use only365

the test set. The associated Wikipedia knowledge366

base has 5.4M articles and 93M sentences.367

4.2 Baselines and Ablations368

Baselines for MultiWOZ. For MultiWOZ, we369

consider several baselines following (Sun et al.,370

2021) for knowledge injection. First, we use the371

current state-of-the-art model, SimpleTOD, for372

goal-oriented dialog (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020).373

Sun et al. (2021) extends SimpleTOD by adding374

chitchat candidates to dialog histories during train-375

ing. They also have other variants that either con- 376

catenate output from SimpleTOD and candidate 377

chitchats (Arranger) or rewrite by combining both 378

output and chitchat snippets (Rewriter). We also 379

have a trivial baseline (KCopy) which appends the 380

retrieved knowledge snippet k from POKI with the 381

initial response xd. 382

Baselines for WoW. For WoW, we use two 383

knowledge-grounded models, KGround (Wolf 384

et al., 2019) and BART (Lewis et al., 2020a) that 385

concatenate the associated knowledge (present in 386

WoW) and the dialog history as inputs to gener- 387

ate the response with supervision. KGuide (Zhao 388

et al., 2017) and RAG (Lewis et al., 2020b) have 389

an additional knowledge selection step modeled by 390

a latent variable before response generation similar 391

to knowledge grounded models. We also use the 392

KCopy baseline, as described for MultiWOZ. 393

Variants of POKI. To investigate the impact of 394

various decoding constraints in POKI, we consider 395

the following two variants of POKI—w/o Entail- 396

ment and w/o Knowledge (Kw) Fidelity (§ 3.2). 397

In POKI, we use SimpleTOD as the base dialog 398

model in goal-oriented scenarios and use BART as 399

the base dialog model in the knowledge-grounded 400

scenario. For all variants of POKI, we use gradient- 401

based inference for decoding the final response. 402

5 Results and Discussion 403

5.1 Automatic Evaluation 404

Our primary goal is to generate responses enriched 405

with relevant external knowledge. Arguably, a 406

system which can effectively leverage additional 407

knowledge at decoding time should generate more 408

diverse responses. We measure percentage of dis- 409

tinct bigrams as Distinct-(D-2) (Li et al., 2016) and 410

geometric mean of entropy values of empirical fre- 411

quency distributions of n-grams (n = 1, 2, 3) as 412

Entropy (ENTR) (Jhamtani et al., 2018) for diver- 413
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POKI vs SimpleTOD Rewriter w/o Entailment w/o Kw Fidelity Gold

Criteria win loss κ win loss κ win loss κ win loss κ win loss κ

M
ul

tiW
O

Z Coherent 93.2 4.4 0.76 85.6 10.2 0.75 98.7 0.8 0.72 77.8 17.8 0.78 26.2 34.4 0.69
Engaging 94.3 4.5 0.78 89.7 7.9 0.79 98.7 0.6 0.80 71.5 20.5 0.80 42.4 37.4 0.78
Interesting 92.7 5.4 0.72 91.2 8.3 0.73 88.6 8.9 0.68 98.7 0.8 0.75 49.7 45.6 0.67
Humanlike 85.4 10.7 0.68 87.4 7.3 0.65 61.9 30.5 0.71 81.7 14.0 0.74 29.7 37.8 0.66

RAG BART w/o Entailment w/o Kw Fidelity Gold

W
oW

Coherent 95.4 4.5 0.78 88.5 9.6 0.72 94.3 3.4 0.68 83.6 10.7 0.65 23.8 25.3 0.73
Engaging 89.3 7.7 0.72 87.8 8.3 0.71 97.7 0.8 0.70 71.5 25.4 0.69 25.4 26.7 0.73
Interesting 96.3 3.5 0.74 83.3 9.9 0.75 79.8 17.2 0.70 93.5 4.5 0.71 35.9 37.8 0.76
Humanlike 91.4 7.1 0.68 92.4 6.5 0.66 84.5 10.5 0.67 81.8 13.5 0.71 42.3 41.9 0.68

Table 3: Pairwise comparison (% win/loss cases, tie not reported) between responses from POKI and from other baselines as
well as ground truth. Difference between bold and non-bold numbers is statistically significant (p < 0.05). κ denotes Cohen’s
Kappa (Cohen, 1960) between a pair of annotators. Complete details of the human evaluation are in Appendix C.

sity. Additionally, we report overlap between gen-414

erated responses and corresponding ground truth415

as per BLEU and BERTScore (BRTSc). For Multi-416

WOZ, we also report the final goal accuracy (Acc)417

following (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020).418

MultiWOZ. Table 1 shows POKI outperforms419

all the baselines in terms of diversity of generated420

responses. More importantly, we see POKI pro-421

motes accuracy of reaching the final dialog state422

i.e. the goal. For ablated versions of POKI, we423

find the entailment constraint has little effect on424

diversity while dropping the knowledge adherence425

constraint negatively influences accuracy and diver-426

sity. All variants of SimpleTOD and all versions427

of POKI show departure from the results obtained428

by SimpleTOD on BLEU and BERTScore since429

all of these versions add external knowledge that430

were not explicitly present in the data. However,431

we observe that the departure is not significant and432

POKI achieves a much closer BERTScore to Sim-433

pleTOD compared to baselines.434

WoW. Despite all systems for WoW use knowl-435

edge explicitly in the knowledge-grounded dialog436

generation task, Table 2 shows POKI generates437

the most diverse responses. Similar to MultiWOZ,438

the knowledge adherence constraint still remains439

a significant factor for increasing diversity, one of440

the main goals of knowledge injection. For WoW,441

we instead see POKI outperform even BART (pre-442

vious SOTA) in terms of BERTScore when injected443

with external knowledge indicating the need of the444

external knowledge for modeling WoW dialogs.445

5.2 Human Evaluation446

We conduct a comparative human evaluation with447

300 samples to evaluate the quality of gener-448

ated dialog responses following ACUTE-Eval (Li449

et al., 2019). We show a generated response from450

POKI to an annotator with its associated dialog 451

history to annotate if knowledge injection makes 452

the final response more engaging, interesting and 453

humanlike compared to a baseline response. As 454

sanity check, we also investigate if the response 455

remain coherent after knowledge injection. Each 456

sample is evaluated by two annotators2. 457

MultiWOZ. Table 3 records the pairwise com- 458

parison showing POKI consistently outperforms 459

baselines on all criteria. Responses from POKI are 460

more engaging and interesting compared to Sim- 461

pleTOD and Rewriter, demonstrating that gradient- 462

based decoding is effective for knowledge injection. 463

In POKI, entailment constraint mostly influences 464

coherence whereas knowledge fidelity constraint is 465

important for engagingness and interestingness. 466

WoW. Table 3 shows POKI outperforms base- 467

lines that use grounding knowledge during training 468

in all criteria showing that external knowledge can 469

be useful even in the knowledge-grounded setting 470

to make the conversation engaging and interesting. 471

It also indicates the limitation of the training sig- 472

nal or lack of access to sufficient knowledge and 473

room for improvement in terms of how knowledge 474

is utilized. A large gap in win percentages in favor 475

of POKI for evaluating how ‘humanlike’ is a re- 476

sponse when compared to state-of-the-art methods 477

suggests knowledge injection leads to more natural 478

conversation. Here too, both decoding constraints 479

show similar trends to MultiWOZ. 480

Qualitative Analysis. Figure 3 shows a con- 481

versation by POKI with a user who seeks to find 482

restaurant options around Cambridge. We observe 483

that in most of the turns the injected knowledge ap- 484

peared as an additional justification over the initial 485

responses making the dialog engaging and effec- 486

2More details of the setup are in Appendix C.
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👧 : Center of the town in Cambridge. 

👧 : Do you have any restaurants that serve English food?
🤖:  I do not have an inexpensive restaurant that serves 
English food in the centre area. Indian food i very 
popular in the centre area. Many people who like English 
food also enjoy Indian food.

👧 : Awesome. I can go with Indian food.
🤖:  Great. I can book a reservation for you at Kohinoor. 
The table will be reserved for 15 minutes. They have a 
vibrant environment and they are known for their starters.

🤖:  Do you have a location preference? I have several 
options for inexpensive restaurants.

Indian food is very popular in the centre area, 
Cambridge. I know many friends who like 

English food also enjoy Indian food. Indian food 
is great value for money. 

Kohinoor has a vibrant environment in the 
evening. They are best known for their starters. 

Do check them out. Also Indian sweets are 
great as desserts.

I do not have an inexpensive 
restaurant that serves 

English food in the centre 
area.

I can book a reservation for 
you at Kohinoor. The table 

will be reserved for 15 
minutes.

Do you have a location 
preference? I have several 

options for you.

Asian cuisines such as Chinese or Indian 
cuisines are inexpensive. They are value for 
money since they are known for their great 

taste.

I can book a Chinese or 
Indian restaurant near 

centre for you.

👧 : I need a place to eat that is cheap.
None

🤖:  I think you can go with Asian cuisines such as 
Chinese or Indian cuisines. They are value for money 
since they are known for their great taste. 

Figure 3: POKI converses with a user who is looking for some restaurant options (left column). In each turn, a
knowledge snippet (right column) is injected into an initial response (middle column). More examples are in Appendix D.

tive to reach the user’s goal (also noted by human487

judges in §5.3). For example, in turn 3, we observe488

that adding the extra information about Indian cui-489

sine helped user to reach a conclusion when their490

original choice of English cuisine was absent.491

5.3 User Study for Effectiveness of492

Knowledge Injection493

Relevant knowledge injection has the benefit of494

adding more justification to terse dialog outputs495

and hence influencing the task outcome positively.496

Mirroring observations from (Ghandeharioun et al.,497

2019), a real-time full conversation evaluation is498

needed to investigate if POKI could achieve the499

conversational goal any better than baselines.500

We recruited 60 users for this study2. One half of501

the users interacted with POKI, while the other half502

interacted with the best baseline model that does503

not augment dialog responses with external knowl-504

edge. We construct a speculative goal for each user505

to accomplish via the conversation. We allow users506

to end the conversation any time they would like507

and ask them whether the system helped them to508

reach their conversation goal along with additional509

comments to justify their annotation. Users who in-510

teracted with a knowledge-augmented system also511

asked if the system provided any knowledge that512

user has not explicitly asked for but indeed the513

extra information helped them to reach the conver-514

sational goal (Majumder et al., 2021b). Finally,515

we also ask if they would like to engage with the516

system they interacted with in future.517

For goal-oriented dialog, we construct specula-518

tive goals (e.g. looking for entertainment options)519

manually from the ground truth for 300 dialog520

samples. Since we are not using the underlying521

databases, we made sure speculative goals do not522

MultiWOZ # turns ↓ Goal Know Would use

Rewriter 8 ± 2 69% 35% 56%
POKI 4 ± 3 86% 84% 76%

WoW # turns ↑ Goal Know Would use

BART 10 ± 2 56% 70% 48%
POKI 16 ± 3 76% 89% 71%

Table 4: Real-time user study with average # of turns for suc-
cessful goal completion, % of time the goal was achieved, %
of time among success cases an additional knowledge (Know)
that was not explicitly asked helped users to reach their goal,
and if users would like to use the system in future.

require specific information (e.g. booking avail- 523

ability, flight information, etc.). For knowledge- 524

grounded dialog, we provide the intended topic of 525

discussion (e.g. science fiction) present in the data; 526

the speculative goal here is to know more about, or 527

to have an engaging conversation about the topic. 528

Results. First of all, we find that POKI is unan- 529

imously preferred by users compared to the base- 530

line during the user study. More importantly, we 531

see that when the user successfully accomplished 532

their goal, 84% of those times they found the ad- 533

ditional knowledge helpful in the goal-oriented 534

setting (MultiWOZ) as compared to a baseline 535

(Rewriter) that did not use any external knowl- 536

edge. Most importantly, POKI takes significantly 537

fewer turns for users to accomplish the goal as 538

compared to Rewriter implicitly indicating injected 539

knowledge (we observe high correlation, 0.67) con- 540

tributes toward more efficient conversations. 541

For the knowledge-grounded setting (WoW), 542

both BART and POKI are knowledge intensive. 543

However, 89% (compared to 70%) of success sce- 544

narios were directly influenced by the additional 545

knowledge. For knowledge-grounded dialog, a 546

longer conversation is indicative of engagingness 547

on a particular topic (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), 548
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Relevant Factual BRTSc for WoW

Source Random DPP Random DPP Random DPP

Parametric 82% 89% 65% 83% 74.2 81.3
Non-parametric 81% 83% 97% 98% 65.2 76.8

Table 5: Evaluation for the quality of the knowledge snippets
for random and DPP-based selection.

System MultiWOZ WoW

Supervised 17.6 ± 5.2 ms 23.6 ± 4.6 ms
PPCM (2020) 30.9 ± 7.5 ms 32.6 ± 4.2 ms
POKI 34.2 ± 8.4 ms 35.7 ± 5.7 ms
POKI, only decoding 31.6 ± 2.7 ms 32.3 ± 3.4 ms

Table 6: Mean and std. error of clock-time taken per token

hence users preferred to converse with POKI for549

more turns as compared to a BART baseline. We550

quote a comment from a user who found a conver-551

sation about the Korean culture with POKI was552

particularly engaging—“Before this conversation,553

I had less knowledge about Korean movies and554

art-forms. This gave me a new perspective and a555

handful of popular opinions to look at it.”.556

5.4 Discussion557

Performance of Knowledge Selection. The558

knowledge selection step in POKI acts an informa-559

tion bottleneck where the quality of the generated560

response directly depends on the quality of the561

selected knowledge. We perform a human evalua-562

tion on 200 snippets to measure the relevance and563

the factual correctness in two scenarios: when we564

randomly select a retrieved snippet or select via565

DPP. In Table 5, we see that the parametric knowl-566

edge source (gpt2-large) generates more rel-567

evant knowledge snippets than a non-parametric568

one. We attribute this to 1) a large and diverse569

dataset (webtext) used during pretraining of gpt2570

as compared to yelp reviews (restricted domains)571

we used for retrieval, and 2) the limited recall of rel-572

evant knowledge when using word-overlap based573

retrieval. However, large language models are still574

prone to generate non-factual knowledge. We ob-575

serve that DPP-based selection in POKI is able576

to sub-select more factual knowledge which then577

positively influences the final response quality. For578

WoW, we also compare the selected snippets with579

the gold knowledge available in the dataset that in580

turn show high fidelity in terms of BERTScore.581

Time Complexity. Madotto et al. (2020) shows582

that iterative gradient-based decoding could be583

slower than generating response using single for-584

ward pass from an existing model. When we bench-585

mark POKI in an Nvidia 2080Ti GPU, in Table 6,586

we see that knowledge generation (or retrieval) 587

could be a computational bottleneck for POKI. 588

However the greedy selection and the constrained 589

decoding step do not add significant computational 590

load. Furthermore, POKI’s performance is compa- 591

rable with PPCM (Madotto et al., 2020)—a more 592

efficient version of gradient-based decoding. 593

6 Related Work 594

Knowledge grounded dialog datasets such as 595

Wizard-of-Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019a) and 596

Topical chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) typi- 597

cally consist of dialog responses paired with rel- 598

evant knowledge available as collected annota- 599

tions. Hence, models trained on such datasets 600

are restricted to the knowledge sources they were 601

exposed to at training time. Past work (Sun 602

et al., 2021; Majumder et al., 2020a; Su et al., 603

2020; Komeili et al., 2021; Adolphs et al., 2021; 604

Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Tuan et al., 2020; Lewis 605

et al., 2020c; Guu et al., 2020) has looked into in- 606

jecting extra knowledge sources at training time 607

in a bid to add knowledge not available originally 608

as paired to dialog responses. However, such ap- 609

proaches require re-training the model if some 610

new knowledge source were to be used. More- 611

over, while previous work focuses on just improv- 612

ing specificity of dialog response using external 613

knowledge, we also study the effect of additional 614

knowledge in achieving conversational goals. 615

Improving the diversity of dialog responses by 616

using diversity-promoting sampling has been ex- 617

plored in past work (Fan et al., 2018; Holtzman 618

et al., 2020). We use a gradient-based decoding 619

method, building on past work in this direction 620

(Dathathri et al., 2020; Qin et al., 2020; Madotto 621

et al., 2020; Majumder et al., 2021a). However, we 622

propose new objectives to inject post-hoc knowl- 623

edge obtained based on already generated dialog— 624

an unsupervised knowledge injection method that 625

has not been explored so far. 626

7 Conclusion 627

We propose a framework for unsupervised knowl- 628

edge injection into dialog responses. We show 629

that knowledge can be obtained post-hoc from any 630

knowledge sources that can improve users’ ability 631

to reach their conversational goal more effectively. 632

In future, our idea can be generalized to setups 633

where external knowledge can justify model’s pre- 634

dictions such as conversational recommendation. 635
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A Datasets832

MultiWOZ. To compare with previous works,833

we use MultiWoz 2.0 following (Hosseini-Asl et al.,834

2020). Note that we do not need any training data835

for our models since we perform post-hoc knowl-836

edge injection.837

WoW For Wizard-of-Wikipedia, all baselines838

and the original dialog model for POKI use avail-839

able paired knowledge present in the training data840

(not a part of our pipeline). However, POKI addi-841

tionally uses the external knowledge selected via842

DPP.843

B Implementation Details844

The codes for gradient-based decoding are pro-845

vided as supplementary. We use the publicly846

available implementation3 for DPP (Gautier et al.,847

2019).848

We obtain the MultiWOZ 2.0 from the official849

release 4. Similarly, we obtain the Wizard-of-850

Wikipedia from ParlAI repository 5. We adapted851

codes from original PPLM (Dathathri et al., 2020)852

repository6 and modified them for our own objec-853

tive function. We obtained the Yelp review dataset854

from the official website7. Yelp dataset contains855

8,635,403 reviews. For diversity calculation (in856

automatic evaluation), we use NLTK8 to extract857

n-grams.858

Network architecture For MultiWOZ, we use859

the SimpleTOD9 as the base model. Whereas860

for WoW, we use BART10 as the base model.861

For the parametric knowledge source, we use862

gpt2-large11.863

Hyperparameters POKI does not require any864

training since we perform gradient-based decod-865

ing at the inference time. For hyperparameters866

involved in the decoding stage, we maximize the867

3https://github.com/guilgautier/DPPy
4https://github.com/budzianowski/

multiwoz
5https://parl.ai/projects/wizard_of_

wikipedia/
6https://github.com/uber-research/PPLM
7https://www.yelp.com/dataset
8https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/

util.html
9https://github.com/salesforce/

simpletod
10https://huggingface.co/transformers/

model_doc/bart.html
11https://huggingface.co/transformers/

model_doc/gpt2.html

Z-normalized sum of dialog model perplexity and 868

linguistic diversity (% of distinct bigrams) of the 869

generated response in a greedy fashion to select 870

the best values. For our best method, in objective 871

function L, we use α as 1 and λ as 1. We keep 872

generation length to be 100 to encourage longer 873

generations. We train the entailment classifier us- 874

ing code from PPLM repository12. The weight γ 875

for mixing forward and backward passes was set to 876

0.45. We run 5 backward-forward passes to obtain 877

a candidate final response. 878

Filtering knowledge candidates from PTLMs 879

Our initial experiments suggests that that knowl- 880

edge generated from PTLMs can be inappropri- 881

ate (contains bias or toxic content) and mislead- 882

ing/nonfactual. Sun et al. (2021) collected annota- 883

tions of dialog responses with labels positive 884

(useful, social), negative (inappropriate and 885

misleading). We learn a binary classifier to classify 886

a knowledge snippet as positive or negative and use 887

it as a filtering criteria. 888

Key-phrase extraction Given a sentence from 889

the context, we first extract n-gram (n ∈ 1,2,3,4) 890

key-phrases using YAKE (Yet-Another-Keyword- 891

Extractor) (Campos et al., 2020) and retain only 892

those that contain at least a noun. 893

Prompts We curated prompts inspired by various 894

knowledge-seeking situations (such as for: more 895

information, opinion, review) (Shwartz et al., 2020) 896

and are listed in Table 7. 897

[KP] is famous for
The popular opinion about [KP] is
Here is what I know about [KP]:
My friend says that [KP] is:
Here is some information about [KP]:
Here are some reviews about [KP]:
I think [KP] is:
I read on the internet about [KP] and found that
Today I learned about [KP] that

Table 7: Manually curated prompts to query the PTLM

C Human Evaluation and User Study 898

Setup 899

Human Evaluation We hired two Anglophone 900

(Lifetime HIT acceptance % > 85) annotators for 901

every test sample. Figure 4 shows a sample ques- 902

tion for the pairwise comparison between response 903

12https://github.com/uber-research/
PPLM/blob/master/run_pplm_discrim_train.
py
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generated by POKI and a baseline for informative-904

ness. The exact formulations for all criteria are905

provided as below:906

• Coherent: Which version is more consistent907

with the dialog history?908

• Engaging: Which version is more likely to909

hold your attention and make you want to910

hear more?911

• Interesting: Which version arouses your cu-912

riosity or tells you something new or useful?913

• Humanlike: Which version is more natural914

and personable?915

All differences in values from human evaluations916

are significant with p < 0.05 from bootstrap tests917

on 1000 subsets of size 50. A snapshot of our918

human evaluation interface is shown in Figure 4.919

The order of two candidate responses (R1 and R2)920

is made random for each question.921

User Study For user study, we similarly re-922

cruited 60 Anglophone users who have at least923

high-school level of education and are comfortable924

with handling internet-based technologies. Each925

session (depending on the systems they interacted)926

lasted on an average 30 minutes (for MultiWOZ)927

and 60 minutes (for WoW) including on-boarding,928

performing actual task and answering post-task929

questions.930

D Qualitative Examples931

Figure 5 shows a complete dialog in the knowledge-932

grounded scenario where the user discusses about933

‘science-fiction’. Figure 6 shows more utter-934

ance level examples for both goal-oriented and935

knowledge-grounded scenarios.936

Ethical considerations937

We do not foresee any immediate ethical concerns938

for our method as we use several constraints (less939

divergence from the extracted knowledge, consis-940

tency with the dialog context) that allow the gen-941

eration to be restricted to the context. In general,942

we expect our dialog system to be more engaging943

and accessible to the user. Since we use PTLMs944

as knowledge source, we inherit the general risk of945

generating biased or toxic language, which should946

be carefully filtered. In our work, we perform ex-947

plicit filtering steps to make sure that the knowl-948

edge is appropriate. Furthermore, our selection949

step promotes more factually correct knowledge to950

be selected. However, the generations may incor- 951

porate biases that are already present in the dialog 952

datasets due to crowd-sourced data collection. Fi- 953

nally, our generations are limited only to the En- 954

glish language. Hence we suggest that a system like 955

ours should likely not be used as a ‘black box,’ but 956

would best be used in a setting where its outputs can 957

be ‘audited’. Carbon footprint: Our system uses 958

post-hoc knowledge injection which refrains from 959

retraining newer dialog models to accommodate 960

dynamically evolving external knowledge. This 961

promotes green NLP applications (Schwartz et al., 962

2020; Strubell et al., 2019) reducing carbon foot- 963

prints that stem from training (or even finetuning) 964

large language models. 965
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Figure 4: Human evaluation setup for pairwise comparison between POKI and another baseline

👧  : I think science fiction is an 
amazing genre for anything. Future 
science, technology, time travel, FTL 
travel, they're all such interesting 
concepts.

🤖 :  I read a lot of science fiction books. 
My favorite author is Issac Asimov. What 
about you?

Science fiction is known for 
discussing  dystopias, alien 
invasions and time travel. They talk 
about how we destroy our current 
world and how we can save 
ourselves.

I like how they 
address problems that 
can destroy our 
future.

I read a lot of science 
fiction books. What 
about you?

Issac Asimov is one of the most 
popular science fiction writers. His 
writing style is quite unique. 

👧  : Awesome! I like Issac Asimov too. 
Sci-fi storytellers should on 
philosophical issues. 

🤖 :  Yes! I like how science fiction 
discusses dystopias, alien invasion and 
time travel. They address the current 
problems and how we can save 
ourselves from them.

👧  : Great that you think in the same 
way. I gtg. 

🤖 : Thanks! You are welcome.

Thanks! You are 
welcome.

None

Figure 5: POKI converses with a user who is discussing about science fiction, in a knowledge-grounded dialog
scenario (left column). In each turn, a initial response (middle column) is augmented with a knowledge snippet
(right column) using constrained gradient-based decoding. Human judges unanimously noted this conversation as
more engaging as compared to the initial responses.
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👧  : I'd like to dine for an expensive 
cuisine.

🤖 :  I’d recommend the British cuisine. 
It is popular because of its freshness. 
There are plenty to eat at your leisure.

I’d recommend British 
cuisine. 

Expensive British cuisine is popular 
because of its easy accessibility, 
freshness. There are plenty for you 
to eat at your leisure.

(a)

👧  : Are there any theatres in the 
centre of town, Cambridge?

🤖 :  I would recommend the 
Mumford theatre. It has good parking 
and drinking places nearby. The 
place is an intimate venue.

There are 4 theatres in 
the centre. I would 
recommend the 
Mumford theatre.

Mumford theatre has good parking 
and drinking places nearby. It has 
lovely intimate venue and the door 
prices are very reasonable.

(b)

👧  : Tell me more about Picasso.

🤖 : Picasso is one of the finest artists 
in the modern time. He was raised in 
Spain before he spent most of his 
adult life in France.

Picasso is one of the 
finest artists in the 
modern time.

Picasso was raised in Spain before 
going on to spend most of his adult 
life working as an artist in France.

(c)

Figure 6: Utterance level examples (left column) in (a) and (b) goal oriented scenario; and (c) knowledge-grounded
scenario. POKI updates the initial response (middle column) with a knowledge snippet (right column) using
constrained gradient-based decoding.
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